THE LEMON HOUSE
May 2016 Newsletter

It’s now 2 months since we came back to Sardinia after our winter break. We waited until the start of May
before we published a newsletter for very specific reasons. These concern our last season as ownermanagers of The Lemon House and our search for successors, the Selvaggio Blu and the new, second
edition of the mountain bike guide to Sardinia.
New owners after July 2016 (we hope…keep your fingers crossed!)
“I can’t believe this is your last season! You work so hard, I can imagine you running The Lemon House
for another 10 years”, said one guest recently. However, we (Peter & Anne) are open in 2016 only
until the end of July, another 10 or so weeks. Anne celebrated her 61st birthday in 2015, is now
eligible for some pension income and would like to work less and spend time with friends and her family
in Scotland, particularly with her Mum. We chose to run the business together, both working part-time so
we have lots of free time for activities and without Anne for Peter it wouldn’t be the same and so we had
been looking for our successors. In the spring of 2016 an Italian couple that we have known for years
and who like us are active, practical, keen on outdoor activities and love Sardinia decided that they
wanted to acquire the Lemon House and take the business forward . They put their house on the market
at Easter and just as soon as they have sold it, we will start accepting bookings for them and support
them in the first few months of the new management, which could start from August or September 2016.
We can’t make any exact forecasts, everything depends on when the prospective new owners sell their
house. On our side, everything is already planned for the handover.
Lots of Italians assume that we will go back and live in the UK. Nothing could be further from the truth.
We will spend time both in Rome, where we lived from 1998 to 2006 and own a small flat, and in
Sardinia. Peter has even requested Italian citizenship (you can have both British and Italian citizenship),
in case the UK leaves the European Union … (This #Brexit is totally crazy, isn’t it?!)
Selvaggio Blu

After the very heavy rain at the end of September, on
14 October 2015 there was a huge rock fall at
Oronnoro – see before (left) and afterwards (right). At
that time two couples that we had helped with logistic
support were out on the Selvaggio Blu. They left the
route at Ololbizzi and continued to Cala Sisine on the
unmade road, in order to avoid the affected zone. After the winter the rockfall has consolidated and our
first SB-ers of the season have reported first-hand that the rock fall poses no particular difficulties. The
route is marked with cairns. There is ever-increasing interest for the Selvaggio Blu and we often have to
decline booking requests, since we accompany only one couple/small group at a time to leave water along
the route. We already have requests for the autumn, although managing them will be up to the new
owners.
Although the Selvaggio Blu remains a very coveted goal, the increasing demand does not mean that it has
got any easier. Physical fitness, experience with multiday walks and route-finding ability on alpine terrain
remain critical success factors and the use of a GPS track can’t substitute them. The Selvaggio Blu guide
describes Pedra Longa to Cala Sisine in 4 stages / 4 days. Our guests take 3-6 days, when they do not give

up earlier due to bad weather (≈15%) or insufficient fitness or wayfinding ability (≈15%). We advise 40-50
litre rucksacks, to make sure you are not trying to carry unnecessary equipment.
Second edition of the Mountainbike Sardinia guidebook will be published in June 2016
Since coming back to Sardinia, Peter has
dedicated himself to the completion in Italian
and translation into English of the second
edition of the “Mountainbike Sardinia“
guidebook. The English version of the first
edition is out-of-print now for almost a year.
The new edition (400+ pages!) has improved
maps (OpenStreetMap instead of Garmin), a
completely new graphic design, updated
descriptions, many great new photos instead
of posed selfies, QR Codes to link to videos
and new rides, especially in the centre, on the
east coast and in the north of the island. The
cover photo (left) shows Peter and local biker
Simone riding down the ”Cengia Giradili“ from
Us Piggius to Pedra Longa. Below: Doris from
Salzburg on the “Ulassai-Jerzu Rally di
Sardegna Bike” ride.

Our winter break
For the last two winters Peter has studied History and Literature at the Fern Uni in Hagen, Germany’s
largest university and only state-run distance-learning university. His studying should be the answer to
the question: “What is he going to do with himself, when you stop running The Lemon House?“

This winter it was „Einführung in
die Literaturwissenschaft“, “Introduction to Literature Studies”.
His 2,0 exam result (scale from
1,0 (best) – 5,0 (fail)) can be attributed to him “working his arse
off” (see above in Italian and
German) and to
the little Goethe-figure (on sale at
the Casa di Goethe, Rome) which
Anne bought him. Peter would look
at the little Goethe, couldn’t help
smiling, and for a couple of hours his
exam nerves disappeared! Peter had
originally intended to study the MA
„European Modern“, focussing on history. However this winter he found
literature much more interesting
than he’d ever imagined and will sign
up for the BA in Cultural Studies
starting in October 2016, majoring in
literature with history as a minor.
Anne didn’t want to stare at swotting
Peter’s head all winter and visited
friends in Australia for a month.
right: the beach at Byron Bay, NSW.
Kayaking
Our (and the guests’) favourite guest so far this year was 5-year old Basti (photo on the right), who not
only walked to Cala Goloritzè and back, but sang along while kayaking! As proof see this video made by
Francesco of Cardedu Kayak. In the photo on the left: Antonina, Judy and Anne in front of Santa Maria
Navarrese and its Spanish watchtower, en-route for Pedra Longa. Kayaking is great for people of all ages!

New climbing routes and Strava-routes for road cycling

Friends Jan Kareš and Slávek Dostál from Prague bolted the
multipitch route “Marco“ (6b+,6b,6a+,7a,6a+) on Pedra Longa
during the Christmas holidays (photo left). Jan visited Baunei again
in March and added to the Ichnusa sector (Campo dei Miracoli)
ZACHARY VANILKA 3 pitches: 6a,6c+,6b+(80m)
1:BONNY&LUNA 6b
2:MELY (2 pitches) 6a+;6c+
3:H.O.KOMORNI VÝTAH 6c+
For cyclists who use Strava, guest Ente from the Netherlands
sent us these routes:
60km Lotzorai-Urzulei-Baunei-Lotzorai
115km Lotzorai-Lanusei-Talana-Villagrande-Lotzorai
90km Lanusei-Ussassai-Lago Flumendosa-Lanusei
25km Lotzorai-Baunei-Lotzorai – the green route on the map on

the left

110km Gavoi-Orani-Nuoro-Orgosolo-Fonni-Gavoi
110km Gavoi-Fonni-Desulo-Aritzo-Tonara-Gavoi
45km Urzulei-Dorgali-Urzulei
15km 2x steep climb from Baunei to Golgo

Last but not least: we received our 100th and 90th “excellent” rating on
Tripadvisor . We’re confident that the new owners (assuming that their
purchase of The Lemon House goes through…) will dedicate themselves as
we have done to helping guests have a great holiday and we look forwards
to another 100 good reviews in the future!
Via Twitter and Facebook you can stay up to date with the handover to the
new owners.
See you soon! Peter & Anne http://www.peteranne.it/

